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Abstract: SSDs support various type of parallel IO
mechanism. Thus, simulating IO latency of SSDs is
difficult. In this paper, we develop SSD IO latency
model for multi-channel, multi-way SSD. With the IO
latency model, An SSD simulator can generate IO
latency with a single thread. The IO latency models has
4% error rate compared with a real SSD, Intel X25-M.
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Backgrond

In this section, we describe the internal of an SSD.
Fig. 1 shows the internal of an SSD with 4 channels
and 4 ways. Through host interface, an SSD receives
IO command. The host command is enqueued in
command queue managed by firmware and the
corresponding data is stored in IO buffer. The
command queue and I/O buffer are located in DRAM.

1 Introduction
The use of SSD is increasing in various computing
environment [1]. For developing SSD, software based
simulation is widely used. This is because developing
SSD with H/W implement [2-3] is time consuming and
expensive.
Many software based SSD simulators have been
proposed to examine various aspect of SSD [4-8]. An
SSD simulator should be developed to support IO
parallelism because SSD provides it in various levels.
There are three IO parallel operations in SSD. First, SSD
uses channel parallelism by connecting flash memories
to flash controller with different channels. Second, way
parallelism can be used by managing several flash
memories in a channel. Lastly, in a flash memory, plane
parallelism processes IOs in parallel. IO parallelism
makes simulating a SSD difficult. One of the possible
solutions in simulating SSD is multi thread method.
In multi-threaded simulator, a thread is allocated to
every flash memory and channel. Each thread is
allocated to each plane and processes IO command.
Thus, a more number of threads are required as the
number of channel and way increases. For example, to
simulate Intel X25-M SSD [9] which has 10 channels 2
ways, at least 20 threads is required. Furthermore, to
consider channel thread which manages channel IO
behavior, 30 threads is needed. As the number of threads
increases, Lock contention can occur and multi-core
CPU is demanded. Also overhead related to thread
scheduling
increases.
Therefore,
multi-threaded
simulator is hard to simulate SSD IO behavior
accurately.
In this paper, we propose analytical IO latency model of
SSDs to calculate IO processing time of SSD. The
models can be used for single-threaded IO simulator
algorithm that supports IO parallelism of SSD. The
simulator manages all IOs which are processed in each
flash memory with a single thread and imposes proper
delay using the delay models.

Figure 1 SSD block diagram (4 channels, 4 ways)

As the processing unit of a flash memory is a page,
firmware changes the sector-based IO command to
page-based IO command and transfers the command
to a flash controller. And then, flash controller
processes the page IO with a flash memory. The path
used to transfer data between a flash controller and a
flash memory is called channel. And each channel
consists of multiple flash memories which are
described as ways. SSD exploits various levels of IO
parallelism: Plain Parallelism, Channel Parallelism,
and Way Parallelism. Using these IO methods, SSD
fully utilizes flash memories performance and
increases IO bandwidth
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Modeling the IO delay of SSDs

In this section, we formulate SSD IO processing time
according to various workloads. An IO processing
time alter significantly by architecture of SSD and
flash controller algorithm. For modeling the SSD IO
processing model, we adopt Intel X25-M [9] IO
processing behavior [10]. X25-M allocates every new
page write operations to different channel in same
way. If every flash memory in the way receives IO
command, flash controller transfer IO commands to
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flash memories in a next way. SSD IO delay model
formulated in this section can be used in the IO
simulator. Terms used in this section are listed in
Table I.
Table I Parameters for SSD IO modeling

Represent
𝑆page

Description
Page Size

𝑊ch
𝑅ch
𝑊reg

Channel Switch Delay for Write
Channel Switch Delay for Read
Register Write Delay

𝑅reg

Register Read Delay

𝑊cell
𝑅cell
𝑅cell
𝑊page

NAND Write Delay
NAND Read Delay
NAND Read Delay
1 Page Write Delay

𝑁ch
𝑁way

The number of Channels
The number of Ways

𝑁plane

The number of Planes per a Flash

ρ
𝑆file
𝑆record
𝑁page

The maximum number of IOs
per a cycle
File size
Record size
The number of pages per a record

𝑁cycle

The number of cycle per a record

𝑁remain

The number of IOs in a last IO cycle

because 𝐹𝑀1 and 𝐹𝑀2 are use different channel. In
the same way, after the channel switching delay for
𝐹𝑀2 is done, the flash controller send another page
write request to the next flash memory. Until Sending
page write request to 𝐹𝑀𝜌 , the flash controller
repeats this behavior. To start first write operation of
second cycle at the 𝐹𝑀1, the write operation of 𝐹𝑀1
should be done. The waiting time of second cycle for
starting the first page write operation is denoted as
𝑡wait which is formulated as Eq. (1).
𝑡wait = 𝑊page − 𝑊ch × 𝜌

The processing time for a cycle is a time from the
start of first page write of the cycle to the start of first
page write of the next cycle. It is denoted as 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
and can be calculated as Eq. (2).
𝑡cycle = 𝑊ch × 𝜌 + 𝑡wait

(2)

The number of page IOs which is conducted in the
last cycle can be less than ρ and we denote it as
𝑁remain . We can easily get the processing time of the
last cycle(𝑡cycle_last ) as follow.
𝑡cycle_last = 𝑊𝑐ℎ × (𝑁remain − 1) + 𝑊page (3)
Using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we can calculate 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑
which represents a processing time of a write record.
For a write request, the number of cycle SSD has to
repeat is denoted as 𝑁cycle . Then, 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑 is
calculated as Eq. (4).
𝑡record = 𝑊𝑐ℎ × (𝑁page − 1) + (𝑊page − 𝑊ch × 𝜌)
× (𝑁cycle − 1) + 𝑊page

3.1 Modeling the Write Delay
The total write time of a page (𝑊page) is a summation
of three processing time of SSD: channel switching
delay ( 𝑊ch ), data transfer delay between a flash
controller and a flash memory register (𝑊reg ), and
data programming delay in a free page in a flash
memory ( 𝑊cell ). When a SSD uses channel
parallelism, way parallelism, and plane parallelism,
we denote the maximum number of pages which can
be processed in parallel at the same time as ρ. An
SSD can process ρ page writes in 1 cycle. In each
cycle, a flash memory which deals with 1 ~ ρ page
IO is denoted as 𝐹𝑀1 ~ 𝐹𝑀𝜌 . First, the flash
controller sends a page write request to 𝐹𝑀1 and
channel switching delay 𝑊ch is imposed. After that,
a register write delay (𝑊reg ) occurs followed by
NAND page write delay (𝑊cell ). The summation of
these operation times is one page write time of SSD
and denoted as 𝑊page. After channel switching delay
for 𝐹𝑀1 is finished, the flash controller writes data
to the register in 𝐹𝑀1 while sending another page
write request to 𝐹𝑀2 . Before a data is written to
𝐹𝑀2, channel switching delay also occurs. These are

(1)

(4)

3.2 Modeling the Read Delay
In the same way, we can get the read delay model.
Using Eq. (4), read delay model can be formulated
like Eq. (5).
𝑡record = 𝑅ch × (𝑁page − 1) + (𝑅page − 𝑅ch × 𝜌) ×
(𝑁cycle − 1) + 𝑅page
(5)
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Validating the IO Delay Models

We validated the write/read delay model with X25-M.
Table II show the SSD configuration of X25-M and the
performance of NAND flash memory used in X25-M
[11]. We measure the channel switching delay time of
X25-M. Channel switching delay for read operation is
16 usec and channel switching delay for write operation
is 33 usec. When writing or reading data with X25-M,
we use O_DIRECT option and open the X25-M as raw
device.

To validate the write delay model, we use 4 sequential
write workloads. The workloads write 512MB file
sequentially with record size 512KB, 256KB, 128KB,
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and 64KB respectively.

based on that of X25-M is within 1.3%.

Table II Intel X25-M SSD specifications

Parameter
PAGE_SIZE
SECTOR_SIZE
FLASH_NB
BLOCK_NB
PAGE_NB
CHANNEL_NB
WAY_NB
PLANES_PER_FLASH
Sequential Read
Sequential Write
4KB Random Read
4KB Random Write
REG_WRITE_DELAY
REG_READ_DELAY
CELL_PROGRAM_DELAY
CELL_READ_DELAY
BLOCK_ERASE_DELAY

Value
4 KB
512 B
20
4 096 blocks
256 pages
10
2
2
250 MB/sec
70 MB/sec
35 000 IOPS
6 600 IOPS
82 usec
82 usec
900 usec
50 usec
2 000 usec

To calculate the theoretical performance of the write
latency, we use Eq. (4). In the equation, we adjust
NAND programming delay, 𝑊𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 , 900 usec to 940
usec for considering a performance degrade of the
X25-M which has been worn out by intensive IO test
[12]. Fig. 2 show performances based on the write
delay model and that of X25-M. The difference
between the write delay model and x25-m is only 4%.

Figure 3 The read delay model validation with X25-M
(Filesize 512MB, raw device, O_DIRECT)

As shown above, we validate the IO performance
model and random IO delay model with X25-M.
From the experiments, we confirm that the SSD IO
delay model can be used in an SSD IO simulator
which has multi-channel, multi-way to generate IO
latency or can be used to determine whether a SSD IO
simulator which processes IO as X25-M simulates an
SSD accurately or not.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an analytical delay models
that calculates IO latency of SSD. We develop the
read/write delay model in the light of the parallel
architecture of SSDs. The accuracy of the models are
verified with a commercial SSD, Intel X25-M. The IO
performance calculated with our IO delay model are
closed to the IO performance of the Intel X25-M
within 4% offset. From these results, we confirm that
the IO delay equations developed in this paper
accurately model the IO parallelism of SSD.
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